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UPCOMING MEETINGS Second Tuesdays (6:30 PM EST)
January 9, 2019 Big River Grill 2020 Hamilton Place Blvd, Chattanooga, TN
February 13, 2019 Chop House 1111 Gunbarrel road, Chattanooga, TN
March 13, 2019 Broad Street Grill, 1201 Broad Street, Chattanooga, TN020

Hamilton Place

Blvd., Chattanooga, TN
Please visit our web site at www.choochoobimmers.org for lots more about Choo Choo Bimmers and
current information on meeting and drive schedules.
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A Southwest Swing in a 2018 BMW X3

Steve’s X3 in Utah
By: Steve Poteet, member Choo Choo Bimmers, Chattanooga, Tennessee
This is the story of my recent cross-country trip from Chattanooga, Tennessee to Los Angeles, California
this past June. Although the main purpose of the trip was work-related, I always look for any
opportunity to combine work travel with vacation and visit our great outdoor wonders, particularly
national parks. When possible, I like to drive, so I can sightsee along the way. On this trip, side-stops
included the Zion National Park in Utah and several historic spots along the old Route 66.
The vehicle of choice for this trip was a 2018 BMW X3 with a 2.0L turbocharged engine that I leased in
February. My X3 includes several road-friendly upscale features including comfort entry (keyless), lane
departure warning, blind spot monitoring, Sirius XM radio, navigation, sport seats with thigh support,
and a CD player. I put the CD player to good use as I listened to a couple of long books on CD covering
US history (one of my favorite pastimes when traveling).
My trip started on Thursday, with my ultimate destination to be Los Angeles the following Tuesday
night. Day 1 was spent driving through very familiar territory, traveling I-24 west to US Highway 72, and
then through northern Alabama and northern Mississippi, to Memphis, where I picked up I-40
westbound. This is a nice drive that avoids the inevitable heavy traffic tie-ups in Nashville. The GPS and
Google Maps says it takes longer but based on well over 30 years of driving through Nashville, I can
attest that it is faster, less stressful, and much more scenic, not to mention shorter. The highway
provides a nice, easy drive through Alabama farmland, and through Huntsville and the Redstone Arsenal
and NASA visitors center area. If you haven’t made that stop, it is a must at some point in your life. I
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have driven US 72 so many times that I swear I can almost drive it blindfolded. This relaxing drive gave
me ample opportunity to play around with the I-Drive settings on my X3 (which may take me until the
end of my 3-year lease to fully master). The X3’s I-Drive is much more intuitive than earlier versions of IDrive, but it still has many features that aren’t necessarily intuitive until you play around with it. My first
overnight stop was in Fort Smith, Arkansas. From there my trip would be taking me into places I was not
all that familiar with (i.e. the “fun” part of the trip).
There were some reservations on my part about taking such a long trip in the X3. I have taken very long
cross-country trips before in BMW, Mercedes, and Audi sedans and in Mercedes ML350 and Land Rover
LR2 SUVs and found them to be very comfortable on a long trip. My concerns with the X3 were that the
seats were a bit harder than I was used to in other premium cars and concerns about the business of the
ride with the run-flat tires. Not to worry, however, as I found the BMW seats to be just as comfortable
after 9-10 hours of driving as those in any other vehicle I have owned. There has been a plethora of
complaints about run-flats in Roundel and online, and I had owned only one other run-flat vehicle, a
BMW 5-series, and the ride was so busy I soon tired of driving the car and pretty much swore off buying
another car with run-flats. BMW has admirably done a good job improving the ride with the run-flats on
the new X3 and I found it to be comparable to my 2012 Mercedes ML350 which it replaced, which had
regular tires and was an awesome vehicle. I was very impressed with the quietness of the vehicle, even
at highway speeds on pavement in many states that was not as smooth as those I normally drive in
Tennessee. Kudos to the BMW engineers. As I listened to my books on CD, I had no trouble hearing
every word clearly and traffic noise was impressively hushed – at least comparable to any other vehicle I
have owned. I also had some concerns about the impish 2.0L 4-cylinder engine being able to handle the
job, but that has turned out to perhaps be the biggest surprise of my ownership of the X3. The only real
(minor) complaint so far is the occasional turbo lag which is normally unnoticeable, but on occasion (for
example when taking off uphill after the engine auto-stops) can give one pause for concern. But all in all
it works extremely well.
Once I left Fort Smith, I was following I-40, which throughout much of the route, parallels Historic Route
66. There are many interesting scenic stops and museums along the way, some of which I had seen
before. If you haven’t made this trip, it needs to be on your bucket list. My destination for Day 2 was to
be Albuquerque, New Mexico. The trip was uneventful until I started running into thunderstorms. Not
just thunderstorms, but deluges of rain that were so intense you couldn’t see more than a quarter mile
in front of the car. The AWD in the X3 worked flawlessly and gave me solid footing, and the excellent
front and rear wipers kept the windows clean and clear. Then I hit the second storm, even worse than
the first. People were pulling off to the side of the road and those of us that stayed on the road were
creeping along at 15 mph. There was a truck stop coming up at the next exit that I had been seeing signs
advertising, which included a “free car museum.” I took the exit and drove up to the truck stop and got
out to ride out the storm. In remote areas of the country such as this, phone-based weather apps are
useless, so I couldn’t see where the storm was, what its path was, or how long it would last. Inside the
truck stop I asked the clerk and he said it would be over in a few minutes, but there was another one
coming in behind it from the west. This was the remnants of a hurricane that was coming up from
Mexico. One local guy said, “can you believe it’s raining like this in New Mexico – it NEVER rains here!”
As I waited out the rain, I was treated to one of the best car museums I have seen in a long time for free
– Russell’s Car Museum at I-40, Exit 369 in New Mexico. The curator did not have a huge number of cars,
but they were all very high-quality, well-preserved, and surrounded by other interesting collectibles.
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This was worth the stop in and of itself. This brought back happy childhood memories – one grandfather
had a pink and white Ford exactly like the one in the picture, and the other grandfather had a teal and
white 57 Chevy, exactly like the one in the picture. Oh, if I had just been able to inherit these………….

Waiting out the Rain in Russell’s Car Museum in New Mexico

….. as were Elvis and Marilyn
Once the rain cleared I headed towards Albuquerque. Just as I got about 30 minutes outside of town, I
hit the third storm, just about as intense as the second one, but I was able to slog through to my motel
without stopping. I basically had to wade through the parking lot to get to the motel, and then about 30
minutes later, that storm was done, and I settled in for the night. So, the X3 passed one of the important
tests for me – the ability to provide reliable transportation in inclement weather.
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Rare Sight in Albuquerque – a Gorgeous Rainbow
On Saturday morning, I set out for St. George, Utah. I traveled along I-40 to Gallup, New Mexico, where
my GPS took me off I-40 along various state highways into St. George. Here I travelled through various
Indian reservations, rugged and relatively undeveloped territory to say the least, and the scenery is
beautiful. I saw several opportunities for future sightseeing visits and plan to go back in the future. Our
Los Angeles project is supposed to require a follow-up visit next spring. Can’t wait. The entire drive was
so scenic photos don’t do it justice.
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Navaho Bridge – Utah / Overlooking Bryce Canyon
After overnighting in St. George, I drove the short distance to Zion National Park. Even the scenery along
the way was spectacular. I spent Sunday in Zion, riding the park busses to the various shuttle stops and
making several short hikes to scenic parts of the park. Zion needs to be on everybody’s bucket list and
you could easily spend a couple of days there if you want to have the time to explore.

Just one of Hundreds of Photogenic Sites in Zion
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Zion National Park
After overnighting again in St. George, I drove the relatively short distance down to Las Vegas where I
spent the night at a super nice resort on Lake Las Vegas. By now the temperatures were getting hot
(over 100F) so this was not the best of times to stay there, but it is a place to go back in, say October.
They gave me a room that overlooked the lake (yes there really is a large lake there with boats you can
rent, skiing, kayaking, and a golf course next door). This was not downtown where all the casinos are,
but that was not high on my list of things to do anyway.

Room with a View - Lake Las Vegas, Nevada
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On Tuesday I drove from Las Vegas into Los Angeles. I wanted to time it so I would miss the afternoon
rush hour. Nevertheless, traffic started getting bad about 45 minutes out, even in the middle of the day.
We have bad traffic in Atlanta (just south of Chattanooga) but I don’t think it holds a candle to Los
Angeles traffic. Wednesday was consumed by meetings and a site visit to the Whittier Narrow Dam in
smoggy Los Angeles.
My trip home started on Thursday morning. Here is where the real test of the X3 as a comfortable longdistance cruiser came into play. Since I was driving by myself, and I had to be in Charlotte, North
Carolina the following Monday, I drove long days and made the return trip to Chattanooga in only 3
days. The X3 didn’t let me down – I arrived back home relatively rested, no sore back! I only made one
short side trip to the Petrified Forest on the way home; otherwise I just set the cruise and enjoyed the
ride. Traveling through California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas, I hit temperatures in the 109-110F
range. My X3 is dark grey (almost black) which was another concern about hot summer sun heating the
vehicle up. The X3’s air conditioning was more than up to the task and my ride was extremely
comfortable. And after sitting for a while in the hot sun, it cooled down rather quickly.

The Petrified Forest
All told, my trip consumed 10 days and 4,400+ miles. My X3 returned 30.5 mpg on the trip, overall,
including the mountain driving in Utah and slow traffic in Los Angeles. Not bad for a good-sized SUV! I
had a good opportunity to explore the X3’s “comfort” and “eco pro” modes on the trip. I was pleasantly
surprised that the eco pro mode did not significantly hamper the X3’s performance and did noticeably
improve the gas mileage. The biggest drawback to eco pro is that it decreases the acceleration when
driving in cruise control mode, so the SUV tends to slow down going uphill, which aggravates drivers
behind you. But it was not a major drawback. I have also used the “sport” mode around town and on a
couple of BMW Club drives involving twisty mountain roads, and it noticeably improves sportiness of the
driving with a mileage penalty of only about 1-2 mpg compared to the default comfort mode.
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After 6 months of ownership, I must give my X3 two thumbs up. It is a very well designed and functional
vehicle, rides great, handles great (like a BMW is supposed to), and gets a lot of compliments
everywhere I go. Kudos to the BMW engineers for getting a lot of things right on this one. Looking
forward to many more enjoyable trips in the X3!

Thanks to Steve Poteet for that wonderful article. We would love to hear about member’s adventures
with their BMWs. Please send articles, pictures, links, ideas etc. to Bob Wilson at rewilson@bledsoe.net.
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